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Tells how to avoid investment fads, explains the basic concepts
of value-investment philosophy, and offers advice on portfolio
management
Portfolio Design – choosing the right mix of assets appropriate
to a particular investor – is the key to successful investing.
It can help you accumulate wealth over time, while cushioning
the blow of possible economic downturns. But in order to
successfully achieve this goal, you need to be familiar with all
of the major asset classes that go into modern portfolios and
learn how much they add to portfolio diversification. Thoughtful
asset allocation provides discipline to the investment process
and gives you the best chance of building and safeguarding
wealth. Wharton Professor Richard C. Marston, 2014 recipient of
the Investment Management Consultants Association’s prestigious
Matthew R. McArthur Award, will guide you through the major
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decisions that need to be made when designing a portfolio and
will put you in the best position to balance the risk-reward
relationship that is part of this endeavor. Portfolio Design is
to be read by investment advisors. The book is rich in
information about individual asset classes, including both
traditional assets like stocks and bonds as well as alternative
assets such as hedge funds, private equity, real estate, and
commodities. So it should appeal to all sophisticated advisors
whether or not they are trying to qualify for one of the major
investment designations. In fact, the book is designed to be
read by any advisor who is as fascinated as Marston by the
investment process.
For the first time, these two works attributed to the great
Jesse Livermore are presented together in one volume with a new
foreword by Juliette Rogers. Both contain interesting insights
into Livermore's life and times as well as the reasons for his
success. They remain classics and must reads for every new
aspirant in the world of speculation. The two books in this
volume were written in the early 1920s, when Livermore was
already famous but still ascending to the peak of his wealth.
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The nightmare of World War I was fading, and the United States
had successfully transitioned from a wartime economy into a
peacetime powerhouse. Americans became enamored of cars,
telephones, radios, and movies. A newfound fascination with
celebrities extended beyond film stars and athletes to the rich
and powerful. People wanted to know how Wall Street wizards like
Jesse Livermore spun their magic. The first book, Reminiscences
of a Stock Operator by Edwin Lefèvre, offers keen insight while
at the same time adding to the Livermore enigma. Reminiscences
is the first-person narrative of a fictional speculator named
Larry Livingston, whose life events happen to match precisely
those of Jesse Livermore. As a financial journalist, biographer,
and novelist, Edwin Lefèvre gave his readers their much-desired
glimpse into the lofty world of Wall Street elites. He wrote
eight other books, but none matched the success of
Reminiscences, which has remained in print since 1923 and been
translated into numerous languages. Even the understated former
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan once called it "a font
of investing wisdom." In true Livermore fashion, the book itself
remains something of a mystery. Specifically, over the decades
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many readers have wondered if the book's author was not Lefèvre,
but none other than Jesse Livermore. The two men were long
acquainted and may have traded useful information over the
years. A 1967 biography claims that Livermore, shortly before
his death, acknowledged writing Reminiscences with guidance from
Lefèvre, who served as "editor and coach." This revelation came
to the biographer secondhand and without confirmation, so the
mystery continues. However, attentive readers may note the
narrator's especially gleeful tone whenever windfalls are made
or old scores are settled, suggesting a connection more personal
than professional. In the years following these publications,
Livermore continued to burnish his legend. A 1924 run-up in
wheat prices squeezed him out of $3 million, but the following
year he recovered his losses and added tremendous profit when
the wheat market collapsed. Of course, in this era of modest
regulation, markets were vulnerable to manipulation and
Livermore--by now nicknamed the "Great Bear of Wall Street"--did
not eschew such tactics.
The Mind Illuminated is a comprehensive, accessible and - above
all - effective book on meditation, providing a nuts-and-bolts
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stage-based system that helps all levels of meditators establish
and deepen their practice. Providing step-by-step guidance for
every stage of the meditation path, this uniquely comprehensive
guide for a Western audience combines the wisdom from the
teachings of the Buddha with the latest research in cognitive
psychology and neuroscience. Clear and friendly, this in-depth
practice manual builds on the nine-stage model of meditation
originally articulated by the ancient Indian sage Asanga,
crystallizing the entire meditative journey into 10 clearlydefined stages. The book also introduces a new and fascinating
model of how the mind works, and uses illustrations and charts
to help the reader work through each stage. This manual is an
essential read for the beginner to the seasoned veteran of
meditation.
The Bestiary in the Medieval World
The Curse of the Mogul
We Are the Weather
The Allegory of the Cave
Portfolio Design
Warren Buffett's Ground Rules
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Troilus and Cressida
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "Mastering the Market Cycle is a must-read" Ray Dalio
"When I see memos from Howard Marks in my mail, they're the first thing I open and read"
Warren Buffett "Howard is a legendary investor" Tony Robbins Economies, companies and
markets operate in accordance with patterns which are influenced by naturally occurring
events combined with human psychology and behaviour. The wisest investors learn to
appreciate these rhythms and identify the best opportunities to take actions which will
transform their finances for the better. This insightful, practical guide to understanding and
responding to cycles - by a world-leading investor - is your key to unlocking a better and more
privileged appreciation of how to make the markets work for you and make your money
multiply.
Since the 1950s, Warren Buffett and his partners have backed some of the twentieth century's
most profitable, trendsetting companies. But how did they know they were making the right
investments? What did Buffet and his partners look for in an up-and-coming company, and
how can others replicate their approach? A gift to Buffett followers who have long sought a
pattern to the investor's success, Inside the Investments of Warren Buffett presents the most
detailed analysis to date of Buffet's long-term investment portfolio. Yefei Lu, an experienced
investor, starts with Buffett's interest in the Sanborn Map Company in 1958 and tracks
nineteen more of his major investments in companies like See's Candies, the Washington
Post, GEICO, Coca-Cola, US Air, Wells Fargo, and IBM. Accessing partnership letters,
company documents, annual reports, third-party references, and other original sources, Lu
pinpoints what is unique about Buffett's timing, instinct, use of outside knowledge, and
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postinvestment actions, and he identifies what could work well for all investors in companies
big and small, domestic and global. His substantial chronology accounts for broader world
events and fluctuations in the U.S. stock market, suggesting Buffett's most important trait may
be the breadth of his expertise.
These paradigms of miniature painting from the fourth century to 1600 are worth many millions
and typically tucked away in private collections or closely guarded archives--until now.
Discover some of the most beautiful and important manuscripts from the Middle Ages in this
collection of brilliant large-format reproductions, complete with a 36-page appendix detailing
artist biographies, an index, and a glossary.
"This is that rarity, a useful book."--Warren Buffett Howard Marks, the chairman and cofounder
of Oaktree Capital Management, is renowned for his insightful assessments of market
opportunity and risk. After four decades spent ascending to the top of the investment
management profession, he is today sought out by the world's leading value investors, and his
client memos brim with insightful commentary and a time-tested, fundamental philosophy. Now
for the first time, all readers can benefit from Marks's wisdom, concentrated into a single
volume that speaks to both the amateur and seasoned investor. Informed by a lifetime of
experience and study, The Most Important Thing explains the keys to successful investment
and the pitfalls that can destroy capital or ruin a career. Utilizing passages from his memos to
illustrate his ideas, Marks teaches by example, detailing the development of an investment
philosophy that fully acknowledges the complexities of investing and the perils of the financial
world. Brilliantly applying insight to today's volatile markets, Marks offers a volume that is part
memoir, part creed, with a number of broad takeaways. Marks expounds on such concepts as
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"second-level thinking," the price/value relationship, patient opportunism, and defensive
investing. Frankly and honestly assessing his own decisions--and occasional missteps--he
provides valuable lessons for critical thinking, risk assessment, and investment strategy.
Encouraging investors to be "contrarian," Marks wisely judges market cycles and achieves
returns through aggressive yet measured action. Which element is the most essential?
Successful investing requires thoughtful attention to many separate aspects, and each of
Marks's subjects proves to be the most important thing.
Investment Management
Everything Is Illuminated
The Essential Guide to Winning on Wall Street
A Book of Luminous Things
Poor Charlie's Almanack
What's Wrong with the World's Leading Media Companies
Artificial Intelligence Illuminated

Roger Murray (1911–1998) was a crucial figure in the history
of value investing. A financial professional, economist,
advisor to members of Congress, and educator, Murray was the
successor to the legendary Benjamin Graham as professor of
the securities analysis course at Columbia Business School.
There, he mentored generations of students, including Mario
Gabelli, Charles Royce, Leon Cooperman, Art Samberg, and
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Robert Bruce. This book offers a compelling account of
Murray’s multifaceted career alongside a series of
remarkable lectures he gave late in his life that
encapsulated his philosophy of investing. The investing
professionals and educators Paul Johnson and Paul D. Sonkin
chronicle Murray’s life and accomplishments, capturing his
professional triumphs, theoretical insights, and lasting
legacy. They highlight Murray’s educational philosophy and
mentorship, including personal recollections from his
students about his teaching and influence. The Enduring
Value of Roger Murray features the transcripts of four
lectures Murray gave in 1993, hosted by Gabelli, which
became legendary in the investing community. These lectures
inspired Bruce Greenwald to ask Murray to co-teach a
security analysis course, leading to the resurrection of
value investing education at Columbia Business School, which
had waned after Murray’s retirement in 1977. Annotated by
Johnson and Sonkin, these lectures are now available to a
wide audience for the first time. They will be illuminating
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and instructive for value investing students and
practitioners today.
The Renaissance in Florence conjures images of beautiful
frescoes and elegant buildings—the dazzling handiwork of the
city’s skilled artists and architects. But equally important
for the centuries to follow were geniuses of a different
sort: Florence’s manuscript hunters, scribes, scholars, and
booksellers, who blew the dust off a thousand years of
history and, through the discovery and diffusion of ancient
knowledge, imagined a new and enlightened world. At the
heart of this activity, which bestselling author Ross King
relates in his exhilarating new book, was a remarkable man:
Vespasiano da Bisticci. Born in 1422, he became what a
friend called “the king of the world’s booksellers.” At a
time when all books were made by hand, over four decades
Vespasiano produced and sold many hundreds of volumes from
his bookshop, which also became a gathering spot for debate
and discussion. Besides repositories of ancient wisdom by
the likes of Plato, Aristotle, and Quintilian, his books
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were works of art in their own right, copied by talented
scribes and illuminated by the finest miniaturists. His
clients included a roll-call of popes, kings, and princes
across Europe who wished to burnish their reputations by
founding magnificent libraries. Vespasiano reached the
summit of his powers as Europe’s most prolific merchant of
knowledge when a new invention appeared: the printed book.
By 1480, the king of the world’s booksellers was swept away
by this epic technological disruption, whereby cheaply
produced books reached readers who never could have afforded
one of Vespasiano’s elegant manuscripts. A thrilling
chronicle of intellectual ferment set against the dramatic
political and religious turmoil of the era, Ross King’s
brilliant The Bookseller of Florence is also an ode to books
and bookmaking that charts the world-changing shift from
script to print through the life of an extraordinary man
long lost to history—one of the true titans of the
Renaissance.
Reveals how and why personal finance and business plans
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based on mathematical assumptions are often wrong and how
probability management can help remedy problems with
communicating uncertainty and risk.
It's time to redefine the CEO success story. Meet eight
iconoclastic leaders who helmed firms where returns on
average outperformed the S&P 500 by more than 20 times.
A Fortunate Man
Uncommon Sense
Why We Underestimate Risk in the Face of Uncertainty
A Novel About the History of Philosophy
Uncommon Sense for The Thoughtful Investor
Out of the Box Thinking for An In the Box World
Reminiscences of a Stock Operator & Jesse Livermore's
Methods of Trading in Stocks
"As with his weekly column, James Montier's Value Investing is a must
read for all students of the financial markets. In short order,
Montier shreds the 'efficient market hypothesis', elucidates the
pertinence of behavioral finance, and explains the crucial difference
between investment process and investment outcomes. Montier makes his
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arguments with clear insight and spirited good humor, and then backs
them up with cold hard facts. Buy this book for yourself, and for
anyone you know who cares about their capital!" —Seth Klarman,
President, The Baupost Group LLC The seductive elegance of classical
finance theory is powerful, yet value investing requires that we
reject both the precepts of modern portfolio theory (MPT) and pretty
much all of its tools and techniques. In this important new book, the
highly respected and controversial value investor and behavioural
analyst, James Montier explains how value investing is the only tried
and tested method of delivering sustainable long-term returns. James
shows you why everything you learnt at business school is wrong; how
to think properly about valuation and risk; how to avoid the dangers
of growth investing; how to be a contrarian; how to short stocks; how
to avoid value traps; how to hedge ignorance using cheap insurance.
Crucially he also gives real time examples of the principles outlined
in the context of the 2008/09 financial crisis. In this book James
shares his tried and tested techniques and provides the latest and
most cutting edge tools you will need to deploy the value approach
successfully. It provides you with the tools to start thinking in a
different fashion about the way in which you invest, introducing the
ways of over-riding the emotional distractions that will bedevil the
pursuit of a value approach and ultimately think and act differently
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from the herd.
No Student of Success Should Be Without This Book. If you are
seriously interested in succeeding, you need this book! The Holy
Spirit / The Assignment / The Seed / 17 Facts About The Holy Spirit /
7 Secrets of Survivors / The Power of Expectation / Singing To The
Holy Spirit. Proven Results That Will Last You A Lifetime. 31
Chapters! Also Available in Spanish and Portuguese
Distilling the wisdom of Marks' celebrated client memos into a single
volume and, for the first time, making his time-tested investing
philosophy available to general readers, this book has been widely
acclaimed by professional, casual, aspiring, and armchair investors.
Biographer Margaret Lea returns one night to her apartment above her
father's antiquarian bookshop. On her steps she finds a letter. It is
a hand-written request from one of Britain’s most prolific and wellloved novelists. Vida Winter, gravely ill, wants to recount her life
story before it is too late, and she wants Margaret to be the one to
capture her history. The request takes Margaret by surprise–she
doesn’t know the author, nor has she read any of Miss Winter’s dozens
of novels. Late one night, while pondering whether to accept the task
of recording Miss Winter’s personal story, Margaret begins to read
her father’s rare copy of Miss Winter’s Thirteen Tales of Change and
Desperation. She is spellbound by the stories and confused when she
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realizes the book only contains twelve stories. Where is the
thirteenth tale? Intrigued, Margaret agrees to meet Miss Winter and
act as her biographer. As Vida Winter unfolds her story, she shares
with Margaret the dark family secrets that she has long kept hidden
as she remembers her days at Angelfield, the now burnt-out estate
that was her childhood home. Margaret carefully records Miss Winter’s
account and finds herself more and more deeply immersed in the
strange and troubling story. In the end, both women have to confront
their pasts and the weight of family secrets. As well as the ghosts
that haunt them still.
An Investor's Guide to Picking Winners in High Technology
Transform Your Business from a Cash-Eating Monster to a Money-Making
Machine
Quality of Earnings
The Thirteenth Tale
The Story of the Manuscripts That Illuminated the Renaissance
A Complete Meditation Guide Integrating Buddhist Wisdom and Brain
Science for Greater Mindfulness
Illuminated Manuscripts in Boston Collections

The Allegory of the Cave, or Plato's Cave, was presented by the Greek philosopher Plato in his
work Republic (514a–520a) to compare "the effect of education (???????) and the lack of it on
our nature". It is written as a dialogue between Plato's brother Glaucon and his mentor Socrates,
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narrated by the latter. The allegory is presented after the analogy of the sun (508b–509c) and the
analogy of the divided line (509d–511e). All three are characterized in relation to dialectic at the
end of Books VII and VIII (531d–534e). Plato has Socrates describe a group of people who have
lived chained to the wall of a cave all of their lives, facing a blank wall. The people watch
shadows projected on the wall from objects passing in front of a fire behind them, and give
names to these shadows. The shadows are the prisoners' reality.
Keith Johnstone's involvement with the theatre began when George Devine and Tony
Richardson, artistic directors of the Royal Court Theatre, commissioned a play from him. This
was in 1956. A few years later he was himself Associate Artistic Director, working as a playreader and director, in particular helping to run the Writers' Group. The improvisatory
techniques and exercises evolved there to foster spontaneity and narrative skills were developed
further in the actors' studio then in demonstrations to schools and colleges and ultimately in the
founding of a company of performers, called The Theatre Machine. Divided into four sections,
'Status', 'Spontaneity', 'Narrative Skills', and 'Masks and Trance', arranged more or less in the
order a group might approach them, the book sets out the specific techniques and exercises
which Johnstone has himself found most useful and most stimulating. The result is both an ideas
book and a fascinating exploration of the nature of spontaneous creativity.
Investment Management provides a powerful package of systematic principles and cutting-edge
applications for intelligent-and profitable-investing in the new world of finance. Its authoritative
approach to the investment process is indispensable for coming to grips with today's rapidly
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changing investment environment-an environment that bombards the investor with an
oversupply of information, with novel and complex strategies, with a globalized trading arena in
a constant state of flux, and with radical innovations in the development of new financial
instruments. Traditional investment methods no longer suffice for investors managing their own
funds or for professionals entrusted with the wealth of individual and fiduciary institutions.
Edited by Peter Bernstein and Aswath Damodaran, widely respected experts in the field, this
authoritative resource brings together an all-star team that combines Wall Street savvy with
profound theoretical skills. The hands-on professionals who have contributed to this volume
command high respect among academics in finance; the academic contributors, in turn, are also
experienced in the rough-and-tumble of the Wall Street scene. Together, they have designed the
book to look at investing as a process-a series of steps, taken in the proper sequence, that
provides the tools and strategies for optimal balancing of the interaction of risk and return. The
analysis is at all points comprehensive and lucid as it moves from setting investment objectives
to the best methods for selecting securities, from explaining how to measure risk to how to
measure performance, from understanding derivatives to minimizing taxes, and from providing
the essentials of portfolio strategy to the basic principles of asset allocation. In a unique chapter,
the book also offers a searching evaluation of management and governance structures in the
modern corporation. One form of risk management is to make such successful investments that
losses do not matter. Only luck can achieve that result; the real world requires decisions whose
outcomes are never known in advance. That is what risk is all about. Every stage of the
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investment process-from executing a trade to optimizing diversification-must focus on making
rational choices under conditions of uncertainty. The successful investor's toolkit has more
inside of it than just the essential apparatus for selecting securities and allocating assets. The
successful investor is also the one who has the knowledge, the confidence, and the necessary
control systems to deal with the inevitable moments when forecasts go wrong. Investment
Management explores the investment process from precisely this viewpoint. It is a
comprehensive and accessible introduction to investing in today's challenging marketplace-an
ideal resource for serious investors and students. A state-of-the-art program in investment
principles and applications from topflight professionals. Edited by Peter Bernstein and Aswath
Damodaran, who are widely respected throughout the world of finance, this authoritative text
brings together an all-star team to provide both a hands-on and theoretical overview of investing
in today's challenging financial environment. Once upon a time, Wall Street lived off little
homilies like, 'buy low and sell high,' 'nothing ventured, nothing gained,' and 'don't put all your
eggs in one basket.' Like all sayings that endure, these simple proverbs contain a lot of truth,
even if not the whole truth. When wrapped into a body of theory that supports them with logic
and a systematic set of principles, these elementary wisdoms pack a great deal of power. Yet if
the theory is so consistent, logical, and powerful, another fabled Wall Street saying comes to
mind: 'If you're so smart, how come you're not rich?' The answer is disarmingly simple: The
essence of investment theory is that being smart is not a sufficient condition for being rich. This
book is about the missing ingredients.-from the Preface by Peter L. Bernstein.
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER. Jonathan Safran Foer's debut—"a funny, moving...deeply
felt novel about the dangers of confronting the past and the redemption that comes with laughing
at it, even when that seems all but impossible." (Time) With only a yellowing photograph in
hand, a young man—also named Jonathan Safran Foer—sets out to find the woman who might or
might not have saved his grandfather from the Nazis. Accompanied by an old man haunted by
memories of the war, an amorous dog named Sammy Davis, Junior, Junior, and the
unforgettable Alex, a young Ukrainian translator who speaks in a sublimely butchered English,
Jonathan is led on a quixotic journey over a devastated landscape and into an unexpected past.
As their adventure unfolds, Jonathan imagines the history of his grandfather’s village, conjuring
a magical fable of startling symmetries that unite generations across time. As his search moves
back in time, the fantastical history moves forward, until reality collides with fiction in a heartstopping scene of extraordinary power. “Imagine a novel as verbally cunning as A Clockwork
Orange, as harrowing as The Painted Bird, as exuberant and twee as Candide, and you have
Everything Is Illuminated . . . Read it, and you'll feel altered, chastened—seared in the fire of
something new.” — Washington Post “A rambunctious tour de force of inventive and intelligent
storytelling . . . Foer can place his reader’s hand on the heart of human experience, the
transcendent beauty of human connections. Read, you can feel the life beating.” — Philadelphia
Inquirer
Jesse Livermore's Two Books of Market Wisdom
Inside the Investments of Warren Buffett
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The Mind Illuminated
The Gorilla Game
Profit First
The Wit and Wisdom of Charles T. Munger
A Modern Approach to Asset Allocation

A celebration of the visual contributions of the
bestiary--one of the most popular types of illuminated books
during the Middle Ages--and an exploration of its lasting
legacy. Brimming with lively animals both real and
fantastic, the bestiary was one of the great illuminated
manuscript traditions of the Middle Ages. Encompassing
imaginary creatures such as the unicorn, siren, and griffin;
exotic beasts including the tiger, elephant, and ape; as
well as animals native to Europe like the beaver, dog, and
hedgehog, the bestiary is a vibrant testimony to the
medieval understanding of animals and their role in the
world. So iconic were the stories and images of the bestiary
that its beasts essentially escaped from the pages,
appearing in a wide variety of manuscripts and other
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objects, including tapestries, ivories, metalwork, and
sculpture. With over 270 color illustrations and
contributions by twenty-five leading scholars, this gorgeous
volume explores the bestiary and its widespread influence on
medieval art and culture as well as on modern and
contemporary artists like Pablo Picasso and Damien Hirst.
Published to accompany an exhibition on view at the J. Paul
Getty Museum at the Getty Center May 14 to August 18, 2019.
Author of cult classics The Pumpkin Plan and The Toilet
Paper Entrepreneur offers a simple, counterintuitive cash
management solution that will help small businesses break
out of the doom spiral and achieve instant profitability.
Conventional accounting uses the logical (albeit, flawed)
formula: Sales - Expenses = Profit. The problem is,
businesses are run by humans, and humans aren't always
logical. Serial entrepreneur Mike Michalowicz has developed
a behavioral approach to accounting to flip the formula:
Sales - Profit = Expenses. Just as the most effective weight
loss strategy is to limit portions by using smaller plates,
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Michalowicz shows that by taking profit first and
apportioning only what remains for expenses, entrepreneurs
will transform their businesses from cash-eating monsters to
profitable cash cows. Using Michalowicz's Profit First
system, readers will learn that: · Following 4 simple
principles can simplify accounting and make it easier to
manage a profitable business by looking at bank account
balances. · A small, profitable business can be worth much
more than a large business surviving on its top line. ·
Businesses that attain early and sustained profitability
have a better shot at achieving long-term growth. With
dozens of case studies, practical, step-by-step advice, and
his signature sense of humor, Michalowicz has the gamechanging roadmap for any entrepreneur to make money they
always dreamed of.
If Rupert Murdoch and Sumner Redstone are so smart, why are
their stocks long-term losers? We live in the age of big
Media, with the celebrity moguls telling us that "content is
king." But for all the excitement, glamour, drama, and
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publicity they produce, why can't these moguls and their
companies manage to deliver better returns than you'd get
from closing your eyes and throwing a dart? The Curse of the
Mogul lays bare the inexcusable financial performance
beneath big Media's false veneer of power. By rigorously
examining individual media businesses, the authors reveal
the difference between judging a company by how many times
its CEO is seen in SunValley and by whether it generates
consistently superior profits. The book is packed with
enough sharp-edged data to bring the most high-flying, hotair filled mogul balloon crashing down to earth.
A collection of the world's greatest poetry from the past
two thousand years brings together five hundred works by
more than two hundred poets, along with commentary by the
editor
Mastering The Market Cycle
Eight Unconventional CEOs and Their Radically Rational
Blueprint for Success
Codices Illustres
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The Enduring Value of Roger Murray
Twenty Cases
Pitch the Perfect Investment
One Up On Wall Street
Featuring illuminated manuscripts from nineteen Boston-area institutions, Beyond
Words provides a sweeping overview of the history of the book in the Middle Ages and
Renaissance, as well as a guide to its production, illumination, functions, and
readership. With over 150 manuscripts on display, Manuscripts for Pleasure & Piety at
the McMullen Museum focuses on lay readership and the place of books in medieval
society. The High Middle Ages witnessed an affirmation of the visual and, with it,
empirical experience. There was an explosion of illumination. Various types of images,
whether in prayer or professional books, attest to the newfound importance of visual
demonstration in matters of faith and science alike."-Using the letters Warren Buffett wrote to his partners between 1956 and 1970, a
veteran financial advisor presents the renowned guru’s “ground rules” for
investing—guidelines that remain startlingly relevant today. In the fourteen years
between his time in New York with value-investing guru Benjamin Graham and his start
as chairman of Berkshire Hathaway, Warren Buffett managed Buffett Partnership
Limited, his first professional investing partnership. Over the course of that time—a
period in which he experienced an unprecedented record of success—Buffett wrote
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semiannual letters to his small but growing group of partners, sharing his thoughts,
approaches, and reflections. Compiled for the first time and with Buffett’s permission,
the letters spotlight his contrarian diversification strategy, his almost religious
celebration of compounding interest, his preference for conservative rather than
conventional decision making, and his goal and tactics for bettering market results by at
least 10% annually. Demonstrating Buffett’s intellectual rigor, they provide a framework
to the craft of investing that had not existed before: Buffett built upon the quantitative
contributions made by his famous teacher, Benjamin Graham, demonstrating how they
could be applied and improved. Jeremy Miller reveals how these letters offer us a rare
look into Buffett’s mind and offer accessible lessons in control and discipline—effective
in bull and bear markets alike, and in all types of investing climates—that are the
bedrock of his success. Warren Buffett’s Ground Rules paints a portrait of the sage as
a young investor during a time when he developed the long-term value-oriented
strategy that helped him build the foundation of his wealth—rules for success every
investor needs today.
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her mail: "Who are
you?" and "Where does the world come from?" Before she knows it she is enrolled in a
correspondence course with a mysterious philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's
unique novel, which is not only a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history
of philosophy.
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Legendary investor Howard Marks is chairman and co-founder of Oaktree Capital
Management, which has $100 billion under management. He is sought out by the
world's leading value investors, and his client memos brim with insightful commentary
and a time-tested, fundamental philosophy. Now for the first time, readers can benefit
from Marks's wisdom, concentrated into a single volume that speaks to both the
amateur and seasoned investor. Informed by a lifetime of experience and study, The
Most Important Thing explains the keys to successful investment and the pitfalls that
can destroy capital or ruin a career. Utilizing passages from his memos to illustrate his
ideas, Marks teaches by example, detailing the development of an investment
philosophy that fully acknowledges the complexities of investing and the perils of the
financial world. Brilliantly applying insight to today's volatile markets, Marks offers a
volume that is part memoir, part creed, with a number of broad takeaways.
Impro
The Seventh Most Important Thing
The Flaw of Averages
The 3 Most Important Things in Your Life
Value Investing
Tools and Techniques for Intelligent Investment
Words of Wisdom from the Partnership Letters of the World's Greatest Investor
Pitching the Perfect Investment + Website will present a twoPage 26/36
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step process: 1) finding the perfect investment; and 2) crafting
the perfect pitch. It presents world-class insights into search
strategy, data collection and research, securities analysis,
risk assessment and management, combined with the use of
critical thinking, to uncover the perfect opportunity for
professional analysts, sophisticated private investors and
ambitious young analysts as well as mergers and acquisition
specialists advising clients, financial consultants and
corporate financial analysis teams. Pitching draws from the
disciplines of psychology, argumentation and informal logic. It
instructs the investor analysts of all types how to craft this
perfect investment into the perfect pitch. Pitching an
investment is an essential skill to securing and then excelling
at your job on Wall Street. In this book: The money manager will
learn how to analyze and pitch ideas to potential investors in
order to get them to invest in his or her fund. The analyst will
learn how to source, analyze, value and pitch a compelling stock
idea to their superiors in order to advance their careers. The
banker will learn how to pitch acquisition ideas to senior
executives and corporate clients to win business. The C-level
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executive of a public or private company will learn how to pitch
his company to existing and potential investors. The salesperson
will learn how to analyze and pitch a compelling idea to
clients. The sophisticated or enterprising individual investor
will learn how to source, analyze and value investment ideas to
make money. The student will learn how to source, analyze, value
and pitch a compelling stock idea in order to secure a job on
Wall Street. This is an essential skill for the ambitious young
investment analyst looking to begin a career on Wall Street as
well as the seasoned veteran discussing an idea on CNBC, and
every investor in-between.
The possibilities are staggering: Had you invested $10,000 in
Cisco Systems in early 1990, your investment would not be worth
$1,285.000. Similarly, a $10,000 investment made in Microsoft in
1986 would be valued at more than $1,800,000 today. How do you
get in on those deals -- especially if you're not a Silicon
Valley insider? How do you buy the high-tech winners and avoid
the losers? How do you find the Microsofts and Ciscos of
tomorrow? The answers are here, in The Gorilla Game. All you
have to do is learn the rules. The Gorilla Gameÿ reveals the
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dynamics driving the market for high-tech stocks and outlines
the forces that catapult a select number of companies to
"gorilla" status -- dominating the markets they serve in the way
that Microsoft dominates software operating systems and Cisco
dominates hardware for data networks. Follow the rules of The
Gorilla Gameÿ and you will learn how to identify and invest in
the "gorilla candidates" early on -- while they are fighting for
dominance in their markets and while their stock is still cheap.
When the dust clears and one company clearly attains leadership
in its product category, you'll reap the enormous returns that
foresighted investors in high-tech companies deserve. The
Gorilla Gameÿ is the latest from bestselling author Geoffrey A.
Moore, one of the world's leading consultants in high-tech
marketing strategy. Here you'll find the ground-breaking ideas
about technology markets that made his previous books
bestsellers, combined with the work of Paul Johnson, a top Wall
Street technology analyst, and Tom Kippola, a high-tech
consultant and highly successful private investor. Together they
have discovered and played the gorilla game and now give their
readers the real rules for winning in the world of high-tech
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investing. Step by step you'll learn how to spot a high-tech
market that is about to undergo rapid growth and development;
how to identify and spread investments across the potential
gorillas within the market; and how to narrow your investments
to the single, emerging leader -- the gorilla -- as the market
matures.
In The Eternity Portfolio, CPA and financial advisor Alan
Gotthardt combines biblical teaching with modern investmentportfolio theory and offers how-tos for strategic, satisfying
giving. He expands and illuminates his work with guest
commentary from seven other world-class kingdom investors in
this Illuminated Editon. Perfect for Christians everywhere who
want to invest their money for lasting results and provides the
framework and tools they need to create their own step-by-step
action plan.
"Peter Cochrane is one of our most far-sighted visionaries, and
brings brilliant clarity and focus to our understanding of
ourselves and our technologies, and of how profoundly each is
transforming the other." -Douglas Adams, Author, The Hitch
Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy In Uncommon Sense, Peter Cochrane's
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follow up to the radical 108 Tips for Time Traveller, Peter
explains how very simple analysis allows the prediction of such
debacles as the 3G auction and the subsequent collapse of an
industry, whilst simple-minded thinking is dangerous in the
context of a world that is predominantly chaotic and out of
control. People balked when Peter suggested a wholesale move to
eWorking, the rise of email and text messaging, and the dotcom
regime mirroring the boom and bust cycle of the industrial
revolution. His predictions of the use and growth of mobile
devices and communication, or use of chip implants for humans to
replace ID cards, passports, and medical records, or iris
scanners and fingerprint readers - were all seen as unlikely.
Today they are a reality. How then will the world react to his
predictions as set out in Uncommon Sense of a networked world of
distributed ignorance and sharing overcoming an old world of
concentrated skill and control? To everything becoming
'Napsterised' in every dimension, where storage and processing
power cost nothing, and become connected without the help of the
old network companies? A world where individuals create their
own networks, where laws of copyright and resale, and old
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business models have to be changed as giant industries are
dragged kicking and screaming out of the 19th Century and into
the 21st? Peter Cochrane poses and answers questions, suggests
solutions, and raises red flags on issues that need to be
addressed. Tables, diagrams, pictures and illustrations
generously support all of the text, with the most difficult
aspects illustrated by simulations and other material on a CD
and links to a web site with an ongoing expansion of the themes
addressed.
How To Use What You Already Know To Make Money In
The Most Important Thing
Beyond Words
The Story of a Country Doctor
Uncommon Sense for the Thoughtful Investor
An International Anthology of Poetry
Margin of Safety
Artificial Intelligence Illuminated presents an overview of the background and history of
artificial intelligence, emphasizing its importance in today's society and potential for the
future. The book covers a range of AI techniques, algorithms, and methodologies, including
game playing, intelligent agents, machine learning, genetic algorithms, and Artificial Life.
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Material is presented in a lively and accessible manner and the author focuses on explaining
how AI techniques relate to and are derived from natural systems, such as the human brain
and evolution, and explaining how the artificial equivalents are used in the real world. Each
chapter includes student exercises and review questions, and a detailed glossary at the end of
the book defines important terms and concepts highlighted throughout the text.
In this quietly revolutionary work of social observation and medical philosophy, Booker Prizewinning writer John Berger and the photographer Jean Mohr train their gaze on an English
country doctor and find a universal man--one who has taken it upon himself to recognize his
patient's humanity when illness and the fear of death have made them unrecognizable to
themselves. In the impoverished rural community in which he works, John Sassall tend the
maimed, the dying, and the lonely. He is not only the dispenser of cures but the repository of
memories. And as Berger and Mohr follow Sassall about his rounds, they produce a book
whose careful detail broadens into a meditation on the value we assign a human life. First
published thirty years ago, A Fortunate Man remains moving and deeply relevant--no other
book has offered such a close and passionate investigation of the roles doctors play in their
society. "In contemporary letters John Berger seems to me peerless; not since Lawrence has
there been a writer who offers such attentiveness to the sensual world with responsiveness to the
imperatives of conscience." --Susan Sontag
Charles Munger is Warren Buffett decade's long business partner, and his investment filter,
jokingly called by Mr. Buffett - the abominable no man. The early pages cover Munger's
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family history, his framework for investing [wait for the fat pitches, and assess each
opportunity using rational, rigorous frameworks drawn from multiple disciplines (and not
finance theory!)], and even some warm testaments from family, friends and colleagues. The
next section, assembled by leading investor Whitney Tilson, is well edited and benefits from
Tilson's massaging of quotations made over time into logical sub-headings. The bulk of the
text though is, as the subtitle suggests, the wit and wisdom of Mr. Munger as conveyed through
various speeches in the last couple decade or so before 2006.
This “luminescent” (Kirkus Reviews) story of anger and art, loss and redemption will appeal to
fans of Lisa Graff’s Lost in the Sun and Vince Vawter’s Paperboy. NOMINATED FOR 16
STATE AWARDS! AN ALA NOTABLE BOOK AN ILA TEACHERS CHOICE A KIRKUS
REVIEWS BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR Arthur T. Owens grabbed a brick and hurled it at the
trash picker. Arthur had his reasons, and the brick hit the Junk Man in the arm, not the head.
But none of that matters to the judge—he is ready to send Arthur to juvie forever. Amazingly,
it’s the Junk Man himself who offers an alternative: 120 hours of community service . . .
working for him. Arthur is given a rickety shopping cart and a list of the Seven Most
Important Things: glass bottles, foil, cardboard, pieces of wood, lightbulbs, coffee cans, and
mirrors. He can’t believe it—is he really supposed to rummage through people’s trash? But it
isn’t long before Arthur realizes there’s more to the Junk Man than meets the eye, and the
“trash” he’s collecting is being transformed into something more precious than anyone could
imagine. . . . Inspired by the work of folk artist James Hampton, Shelley Pearsall has crafted
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an affecting and redemptive novel about discovering what shines within us all, even when life
seems full of darkness. “A moving exploration of how there is often so much more than meets
the eye.” —Booklist, starred review “There are so many things to love about this book.
Remarkable.” —The Christian Science Monitor
Saving the Planet Begins at Breakfast
The Eternity Portfolio, Illuminated: A Practical Guide to Investing Your Money for Ultimate
Results
Risk-averse Value Investing Strategies for the Thoughtful Investor
Improvisation and the Theatre
Sophie's World
The Bookseller of Florence
The Outsiders
In We Are the Weather, Jonathan Safran Foer explores the central global dilemma of our time in a
surprising, deeply personal, and urgent new way. Some people reject the fact, overwhelmingly supported
by scientists, that our planet is warming because of human activity. But do those of us who accept the
reality of human-caused climate change truly believe it? If we did, surely we would be roused to act on
what we know. Will future generations distinguish between those who didn’t believe in the science of
global warming and those who said they accepted the science but failed to change their lives in
response? The task of saving the planet will involve a great reckoning with ourselves—with our all-toohuman reluctance to sacrifice immediate comfort for the sake of the future. We have, he reveals, turned
our planet into a farm for growing animal products, and the consequences are catastrophic. Only
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collective action will save our home and way of life. And it all starts with what we eat—and don’t eat—for
breakfast.
More than one million copies have been sold of this seminal book on investing in which legendary
mutual-fund manager Peter Lynch explains the advantages that average investors have over
professionals and how they can use these advantages to achieve financial success. America’s most
successful money manager tells how average investors can beat the pros by using what they know.
According to Lynch, investment opportunities are everywhere. From the supermarket to the workplace,
we encounter products and services all day long. By paying attention to the best ones, we can find
companies in which to invest before the professional analysts discover them. When investors get in
early, they can find the “tenbaggers,” the stocks that appreciate tenfold from the initial investment. A
few tenbaggers will turn an average stock portfolio into a star performer. Lynch offers easy-to-follow
advice for sorting out the long shots from the no-shots by reviewing a company’s financial statements
and knowing which numbers really count. He offers guidelines for investing in cyclical, turnaround, and
fast-growing companies. As long as you invest for the long term, Lynch says, your portfolio can reward
you. This timeless advice has made One Up on Wall Street a #1 bestseller and a classic book of
investment know-how.
The Most Important Thing Illuminated
Book of Beasts
Getting the odds on your side
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